
Hi Friends, 

While this path has not been easy. We are walking each other home, and making the
world a better place. Tap into that inner strength and let your light shine through,

The New Spiritual- Human Love Protocol.

When does the pain stop? after you feel, release the old energy, layer by layer the pain
stops. You move into a neutral space with your being. The wounded child, the one who
has been crying for your attention all your life, has now been loved and nurtured by you.
The wounded ego has learned to let go of control and trusts the higher self to be lead
from the heart. The victim after many lifetimes of dedicated service work and slavery has
been retired and is now free. The addict is no longer looking for something to numb
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or fill a void, as the addict now has chosen to fill itself with radical- self-love, nothing else
will do. The wounded child, The Wounded Ego, The Victim, The Addict are no longer
playing parts in your movie.

From Super Soldiers to Super Love Avatars

release all negative thoughts and feelings
use your anger as a tool to liberate yourself
practice the art of letting go for most ease
reprogram yourself everyday with positivity
refuse to judge anyone, look in the mirror
up your daily self love practice, 
love the wounded child and wounded ego free
retire the victim and the addict
process your fears into love
take full responsibility and ownership for everything
re-claim your sovereign self empowerment
connect with nature your angels and source daily
see the gift you are, see the gift life is, 
shine BRIGHT, spread your love, 
joy for the greater good of all
create the world you want to live in.

The physical body is my home – it houses my spirit. It’s my responsibility to love, nurture
and care for this home by thinking positive thoughts, by allowing my physical body to feel
all of my emotions, releasing all old suppressed limiting feelings, and by nurturing my body
with foods, vibrations, and water that support a thriving environment.

The house my physical body lives in, is a building that is a structure called “home” where I
create an environment for my physical body to experience, rest, laughter, music, nurturing,
honoring, peace, friendship, feeling loved and cared for, sexually alive, creatively inspired
in harmony, and relaxed at home.
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This building called my “home,” is standing on the earth which is also my home. It is so
bountiful, so vibrant, so sensual, and so full of abundance, so full of prosperity, so full of
beauty, and plenty of goodwill. This home is also my responsibility – to be a good steward,
infusing it with positive thoughts and emotions, to take positive actions and spread as
much peace, JOY, love and light to all. I rejoice in the embodiment of my creative soul as
she expresses her infinite expressions of love, allowing her body to thrive, to feel, and
create, living in harmony with the earth. All of these homes live within me, it all starts with
me – living from the inside out.

Harmoniously Yours,
Kornelia Stephanie

BUILD YOUR FOUNDATION ON PEACE AND GRATITUDE WITH
THIS 21-DAY E-COURSE.

RELEASE EVERYTHING THAT IS NOT IN HARMONY WITH YOUR
TRUE NATURE. CREATE YOUR BEST LIFE NOW.

WHO IS IT FOR?

Someone who is ready to turn their emotional triggers into liberation.
Someone who is ready to heal themselves.
Someone who has 10 minutes per day to listen to the daily practice and align with a
new reality.
Someone who wants to heal from their past and bring love to the present.
Someone who wants to feel and believe the following about yourself after 21 Days.
I am safe, I am confident, I love myself, I speak my truth, I claim my intuitive
knowing, I am unified, I am whole.

Are you ready to create your best life? Then don’t wait!

Get the 21-Day Keeper of the Garden Audio Course Here
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Brand New Decade ~Begin 2020 On Fire~ Empowered 
What Woman Want Workshop. 
Get your early bird ticket here.

Imagine a life where you flourish with purpose, fulfillment and contribution. We all have a
purpose, a WHY, and when you know your WHY, you can have renewed passion in your
life and work. Your WHY gives you a filter for better decisions and a lens through which to
see the world. Imagine you being the woman filled with strength and courage as you
communicate your truth, your voice, and your fears of what is truly important to you. Free
from anxiety, free from financial pain, and confident in whom you are. Imagine having
peace of knowing your natural born inheritance of the life you’re meant to live. Join us to
uncover your WHY and begin expressing and living your purpose! This workshop will have
you tapping into your super powers at a core level so that upon leaving this workshop, you
will be expressing yourself, your value and you’re Worth!

Consider making it a full weekend of self love (care) and spend time in the tiny town of La
Conner with big charm, a hidden gem of art and fine food in the Skagit Valley. The bird life
in the valley and waterfront merging the wildness of nature’s land and sea lends a serene
environment from the demands of our lives. To the right of the ticketing platform are
hotels, bed and breakfast inns, and restaurants to consider for planning a weekend of
inner self, or sharing with friends.
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